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STELLINGEN
behorende bij het proefschrift
On the Galois closure of commutative algebras
van Alberto Gioia
1. Let R be a ring. Let m ≥ 0 be an integer. For i = 1, . . . ,m let Ai be an
R-algebra of rank ni. Then (A1 × · · · × Am)(
∑
i ni) is isomorphic to(
m⊗
i=1
A
(ni)
i
) (∑i ni)!
n1!···nm!
.
2. Let R be a nonzero ring. Let A be an R-algebra of rank n > 0. Then for all
m = 0, . . . , n we have that A(m) is not zero.
3. Let R be a ring. Let A be an R-algebra of rank n. Then R → (A(n))Sn is a
universal homeomorphism.
4. Let R be a Z[1/2]-algebra. Let A be an R-algebra of rank n. Let ∆ be
R⊕∧nA with multiplication induced by the discriminant form. Then there
exists a natural R-algebra homomorphism ∆→ A(n).
field
5. Let R be a ring. Let M and N be R-modules. Let f : M → N be a
polynomial law homogeneous of degree 1. Then f is additive.
6. Let R be a ring. Let A be an R-algebra of rank n. Then R has a natural
(A⊗n)Sn-algebra structure, and the R-algebra
(A⊗n)An ⊗(A⊗n)Sn R
is locally free of rank 2.
7. Let K be a field. Let D be a division ring with center K. Let N be the
dimension of D over K. Let DG[X] be the ring of general polynomials
over D. In DG[X] the variable X commutes with every element in K, but
not with arbitrary elements of D. Let D〈Y1, . . . , YN〉 be the monoid algebra
over D of the free monoid in the variables Y1, . . . , YN . Then there is an
isomorphism DG[X]→ D〈Y1, . . . , YN〉1.
1CHAPMAN, A. General polynomials over division algebras and left eigenvalues Electron. J.
Linear Algebra 23 (2012), 508–513.
8. Suppose a circle is given, but its center is not known. It is possible to
construct in 7 moves an equilateral triangle, whose vertices lie on the cir-
cle, with straightedge and compass. A “move” consists in drawing a circle
centered in a point and passing through another or drawing a line passing
through two points2.
9. Geometry is the art of drawing the right conclusions from a wrong picture.
10. Doe maar gewoon, dan doe je al gek genoeg.
2This was a problem in “Nieuw Archief voor Wiskunde”, vijfde serie, deel 11, nummer 3,
September 2010.
